Police Policy Advisory Workgroup Meeting

April 24, 2019 • UOPD Main • 5:00 p.m.


SUMMARY:

This month’s policy drafts were sent out to members prior to the meeting for review.

During the meeting each policy was reviewed line by line. Many questions were presented and answered using several examples from experience for better understanding.

POLICIES FOR REVIEW April 24, 2019:

**PRISON RAPE ELIMINATION - 903**

Some information will be kept in generic form due to UOPD not having a true holding facility. Policy may be able to be compressed to the agency who has the holding facility. At this time the temporary holding for UOPD are the UOPD patrol vehicles. Patrol vehicles are not a true holding room/facility as referred to in the policy.

**CUSTODY SEARCHES - 900**

Policy was presented and read with some discussion following. The suggested additions were approved by the accreditation auditor prior to the meeting.

All agreed to move forward.

**PUBLIC RECORDING OF LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY - 465**
Several questions arose for this policy and answers were shared with examples. Cpl. Barrett had provided several recommendations to Captain Wade prior to the meeting and these were discussed. Cpl. Barrett was on the premises and was called in to add to the discussion and provide some clarification on the recommendation(s).

465.3 – Recommendation was to add language to 'b'. The Chief would like to refer to campus council. Captain Wade will reach out for feedback.

465.6 – Seizing and recording as evidence. An addition was recommended that was from the USC (United States Code). Captain Wade will match it up for completion and share out to the workgroup for review.

**RECORDS MAINTENANCE AND RELEASE - 810**

This policy review only had a few word changes and there were no questions.

**RECORDS - 806**

This policy review had some word formatting clean-up and a few word updates such a Commander to Captain. There were no questions.